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Abstract

In this paper we stuely a generaliseel !(uIluuer snnace ac;sociateel to the Jacobian of
those c01l1plex algebraic curves of genus two which admit an automorphislu of order three.
Such a curve cau always been written ac; y2 = x 6 + 2KX

3 + 1 and K,2 i= 1 is the n10clular
paralneter. The autoll1orphislll extencls linearly to an autolnorphislll on the Jacobian and
we show that this extension has a 94 invariant configuration, i.e., it has 9 fixed points anel 9
invariant theta curves, each of these curves contains 4 fixed points and through each fixed
point pac;s 4 invariant curves. The quotient of the Jacobian by this autolnorphis1l1 has 9
singular points of type A 2 and the 94 configuration descends to a 94 configuration of points
anel lines, relninding to the well-known 166 configuratiou on the Kununer surface. Dur
"generalised Klunlner snnace" elnbeds in IP4 anel is a cOll1plete intersection of a qnadric
anel a cubic hypersulface. Equations for these hypersurfaces are cOlnputed anel take a
very syuuuetric fonn in weil-chosen coordinates. This COlllputation is clone by using an
integrable systelu, the "even Inaster systelu".
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1. Introduction

Recently several studies were published 'on the geoluetric aspects of Hamiltonian sys
tems which are algebraically completely integrable. For a general introduction, see [AvMI].
FrOlll the point of view of algebraic geollletry, these integrable systelus lead to an original
approach to study projective enlbedclings of Abelian varieties and their Kumnler varieties,
explicit equations for affine parts of these varieties, ... It follows that integrable systems
may be used to study anel solve SOUle questions in algebraic geoluetry, especially in curve
theory anel the theory of Abelian varieties; the present paper is a particular example of
such a question.

In order to state this question, let us recall frolll the classical literature SOUle basic
facts about the Kumlller surface of the Jacobian of a genus two curve r. Such a curve
being always hyperelliptic, it carries an involution T with six fixecl points (the Weierstrass
points of r); this involution extends linearly to the Jacobiall of r where it has sixteen fixed
points anel sixteen invariant theta curves (i.e., translates of the Rieluann theta divisor),
each invariant curve contains six fixeel points and each fixed point belongs to six invariant
curves, giVillg a so-called 166 configuration of curves anel points. The quotient of the
Jacobian by this involution is a singular surface, the Kluluuer sluface, and it elubeds in
lP 3 as a quartic surface. An equation for this surface has classically been obtained (in
several fonns) by purely algebraic lnethods (see [R]).

SOlllething very analogous happens wheu the genus two curve r has an autolllorphislll
a of oreler three, in which case the curve has an equation y2 = x 6 + 21\:x 3 +1 (here K,2 1:- 1
is the ulodular paraIneter as we will show). The synunetry of order three extends to the
Jacobian and leads now to a 94 configuration as we will prove both directly aIlel by using
an analogue of the theta characteristic, which expresses in general the obstnlction for a
line bluldle to descend to a quotient. In the present case this characteristic tunls out
to be a quadratic fonll which takes values in IF3 (thc field of three elelllents). Such a
configuration, which has essentially only one projective realisation has been considered by
Segre anel Castelnuovo (see [S] anel [C]). The singular sttrface obtained a.s the quotient of
the Jacobian of r by the order three autolllorphislll will be shown to enlbed now in IP4

as the intersection of 30 quadric and a cubic hypersltrface. The nine singular points are of
type A2 and are part of a 94 configuration of lines and points on this surface which, after
desingularisation, is a K -3 surface.

The question now is to COUlpute explicit equations for the quadric anel cubic hyper
surface. Ta this ainl we need to introduce well-adapted coordinates and this is where the
integrable systenl COllles in. The Systelll is chosen in such 30 way that aIllong its invariant
surfaces we find the .Jacobians corresponding to the genus two CltrVeS with an autolllor
phislll of order tluee. Such a systeln was first constnlcted by the second author in [V]
in analogy with a systelll introducecl by Mlunford (see [M2]). It gives on the one hand
explicit equations for affine parts of the .JacobiaIlS which concern us here, on the other
hand it allows us to constnlct aIl explicit base for thc functions with a pole of order tluee
at one of the invariaIlt theta curves. Alnong those functions the ones which are invariant
by u are easily detennined auel the itnage of the .Jacobian in lP4 by these functions is
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COlllputed from these explicit data. The final result is that in tenns of an appropriate base
for IP4

- formed by the five fixed points wrnch do not belong to one of the invariant theta
curves - the equation for the quadric hypersurface is given by

while the equation for the cubic hypersurface is given by

where c = K + 1 alul c= 1 - K..

The special curves considered here are actually the chiral Potts N-state curves cor
responding to N = 3 (see [R]). The results allel techniques in this paper generalise to all
chiral Potts curves. We hope to return to this in the future.
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2. An equation far the curve r.

7r(f---.
3:1

r

We consider a curve r of genus two, equiped with an autolnorphislll of order three,
denoted by a. By the RiemBJUI-Hurwi tz fonnula the quotient r /a has genus zero BJld
a has four fixed points. Since r has genus two it is also hyperelliptic; the hyperelliptic
involution will be denoted by T and its fixed points are the six Weierstrass points on r.
We have the following cliagranl

7r r12:1

IP 1

a necessarily luaps Weierstrass points to Weierstrass points, hence the commutator [a, Tl
fixes all these points anel we see that aT = Ta since the only autoillorphisms which fix
all Weierstrass points are T anel ielentity. It follows on the one hand that a inchtees on
IP 1 a fractional linear transfoffilation a of order three, and on the other hand that the
four fixed points of a consist of two T-orbits. We Inay therefore suppose that a is given
by a(x) = EX, E = exp( 2;i ), by chosing a coordinate X on IP 1 such that these two orbits
correspond to X = 0 and x = 00. The ilnages of the Weierstrass points fonn two orbits of
three points tllIder a, which correspond to the roots of the equation x 3 = .,\3 and x 3 = ,\ -3,

possibly after a rescaling of x. Obviously ,\ =I- Oj since both orbits are different, .,\3 =f. ,\ -3,

i.e., ,\ 6 =f. 1. This shows that r has an eqnation

y2 = (x3 _ ,\3)(x3 _ .,\-3),

= x 6 + 2KX
3 + 1,

(1)

with I\, =f. ±l.

Obviously, every equation of the fonn (1), with K, =f. ±1 defines a SlllOOth curve of genus
two with an autolllorphislll (x, y) ~ (ex, y) of order threej also, if K in (1) is replaced by
- K, then an isolllorphic curve is obtained. Conversely, let there be given two isoillorphic
curves rand r' with respective autolllorphisl1lS a and (T' of order three. We lllay suppose
that the isoluorphism r/;: r -t r' respects the autOlllOrphiSIll , i.e., r/;(T = (T' <p. We clainl that
if r and r' are written as above as

f: y2 = x B + 21\,x3 + 1,

f': y2 = x 6 + 21\:'x3 + 1,

then 1\:2 = 1\,'2. To see this reillark that ifJ obviously COllllllutes with T, hence there is
an induced linear transfonnation ~ whieh satisfies ~(EX) = €~(X ), for all x E IP 1. Thus
~(x) = JLX and tjJ(x, y) = (flX, V), giving J-lB = 1. It follows that /'\,2 =f 1 can be taken as
nlodular paraIueter.

The autoluorphislll group of r contaillS a subgroup which is iSOl1l0rphic to 53 X 71./271.,
as is seen irntllediately frolll (1); it actually coincides with this group, unless I\: = 0 (in
which case the group of autolllorphislllS jUlnps to D6 x 7l../271..). Naluely, there is apart
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froln the hyperelliptic involution T an action of S3 by Ineans of which the Weierstrass
points belollging to oue a-orbit cau be at randorn perrnuted. For future use we choose an
elelnent p. of order two in this syuuuetry group S3 corresponding to a transposition in B3,
say J1.(x, y) = (X-I, yx-3 ) and reIllark that it conullutes with T but not with a. Its fixeel
points are the two points in 7[;1{I}, hence r /IL is an elliptic curve.

We will finel it convenient to denote the fixed points of a, which are 11lapped by 1rT to
o (resp. 00) by 01 and 02 (resp. 001 anel 002)' Then T(01) = 02, T( 001) = 002 and we Illay
suppose IL (01) = 001 giving also JL (02) = 002' In the SaIlle way we clenote the Weierstrass
points corresponeling to the x3 = A3 -orbit by Ai, a(Ad = Ai+l (indices are taken 1l10clulo
3) aud the ones corresponclillg to the x 3 = A-3-01'hi t by ~ i, J-l( Ad = ~ i. Then the action
of S3 X 7l./271. on these points is contained in the following table.

order °1 °2 001 cx)z Ai Ai

a 3 °1 02 CX)1 CX)Z Ai+l Ai-l

T 2 °2 01 ooz 001 A' ~il

IL 2 001 002 01 02 Ai Ai

Table 1
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3. The 94 configuration on the Jacobian of f

Let J(f) denote the Jacobian of fand for a divisor D of degree 0, let [D] denote
the correspoding point in J(f) (i.e., its linear equivalence dass). A useful fact about the
J acobian of 80 curve of genus two is the following: for any fixed Qt, Q2 E f, every eleluent
w E J(f) can be written as w = [Pt + P2 - Qt - Q2]; luoreover this represelltation is
unique iff Pt i= 7(P2 ), all P + 7(P) and Q + 7(Q) (P, Q E f) being linearly equivalent,
P + 7 (P) ,...., I Q+ 7 ( Q). In the present case of curves (1) whieh have an autOlllorphis111 a of
order three, the cover 1ra associated to a provides in addition (using the notations of the
previous section for the fixed points of a) the following linear equivalences

(2)

The automorphi,~m (1 ha,~ nine fixed poinL~ and nine invariant theta

(3)

The autoll1orphisnl (1 extends in 80 natural way to an autolllorphisll1 on J(f), also denoted
by a. It is given and well-defined for w = [Pt + P2 - Qt - Q2] as follows: a(w) =
[(1(PI) + a(P2) - a(QI) - a(Q2)].

Proposition 1
curves on J(f).

Proof
The I?rincipal polarisation on J(f) is invariant under Aut(f), hence the iSOl110rphisl11

J(f) -t J(f) from J(f) to its dual J(f) is Aut(f)-invariant aud the second statement
follows frolll the first one.

To count the nlul1ber of fixed points we use the hololllorphic Lefschetz fixed point
fon11ula

L(-l)ptracef*IHP,o(M) = L det(I~Bn)'
p f<po: )=Pn

for a hololl1orphic luap f: M ---+ M, where Ba is the linear part of f at the fixed point Pa.
We apply it for f = a and M = J(f); in this case HPIO( J(f)) l11ay be ielentified with the
p-th anti-syuuuetric power of the cotangent bundle at any point of J(f). For the left-hand
side in (3), the base of HPIO( J(f)) l11ay thus be taken in 80 point [PI + P2 - Qt - Q2] as
{fh,02} = {WI(PI ) + WI(P2), w2(Pd + W2(P2)}, where Wi = Xi-Idx/y and 0 1 1\ O2 is a
generator for H2,O(J(r)). Since a*Oi = €iOi, (i = 1,2), the left hand siele in (3) gives

2

L( -l)Ptracea*IHP,o(J(r)) = 1 - trace (~ ~) + 1 = 3.
p=O

As for the right hand side, obviously 8011 Ba are equal, in fact

(4)
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when local coordinates dual to !1 t anel !12 are pickeel around the point Po, Therefore

and the nlunber of fixed points of er is indeed nine. I

Gf course these fixed points can also be counted by writing down an explicit list. If we
write every point w E J(f) as w = [Pt +P2 -2001] then erw = w iff er(Pt )+er(P2 ) '"VI Pt +P2 ,

i.e., Pt = r(P2 ) 01' PI and P2 are both fixed points for er. Using (2) we arrive at the fol1owing
list

The nine invariant curves are then given by the nine transla.tes over these points of the
iluage of f in J(f) by the lnap x Ho [x - 001]. Since this curve obviously contains exactly
the foul' fixed points

{G, 002 - OOt, 0t - 001,02 - OOt},

each of the nille invariant curves will contain exactly foul' fixed points. Dually, every fixed
point belongs to foul' invariant curves since the origin 0 belongs to the foul' curves

{x Ho [x - OOi], x Ho [x - Oi], i = 1,2}

Remark that the fixed points fonn a group F (isoillorphic to 7l/371. EB 71./371.) which
is a. subgroup of J3 (f), the tluee-torsion subgroup of J(f). On J3 (f) there is a 1l01l

degenerated alternating fonn (-,.) induced by the Rielnann fornl corresponding to the
principal polarisation. The subgroup F C J3 (f) has the following property.

Proposition 2 The group F of fixed poinL~ of er on J(f) i~~ a totally i~~otropic subgroup
of J3 (f) with re~~pect to the Riemann form (., .).

Proo!
er is a sYl11plectic autol11orphislll of J3(f) '"V (71./371.)\ which satisfies 1 + er + er 2 = 0;

also cli111 ker( er - 1) = 2. It follows that F consists exactly of the elelnents of the foml
er(x) - x where x E J3 (f). Finally, if y E F, then obviotlsly (y, er(x) - x) = O. I

Apart froln the Rielnann fonn, which coincides on J3 (f) with Weil's pairing e3 (see
[LB]) a function cau be defined on F with values in the group of cubic fOOtS of unity.
It is analogous to MUlnforel's quadratic fonn (theta characteristic) on the two-torsion
subgroup J2(f) of J(f) anel cau be defined in cOlllplete generality (see [BE]). It lnesures
the obstruction for a line buudle to descend to the quotient J(f)/er. Oue can define it
as folIows. Choose a linearisation of .c with respeet to the eyclic group 71./371 generated
by er, i.e., an isoinOrphis1l1 rjJ: 'c~er*(.c) with q>(0) = Idc(o). When x is a fixed point of Cf,

then rP inchlces an isolnorphislll of ,c(x) which is 111lI1tiplication by a foot of unity e(x), and
e: x Ho e(x) is the desirecl flulction. It clepends on the ehoiee of .c itself and not only on
the polarisation. If 8 is the (theta) divisor whieh eorresponds to .c, i.e., l- = [8], then the
corresponding e = es 11lay be eOlllputed as follows. Let f = 0 be a loeal defining fluletion
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for e in x. Since the divisor e is non-singular, the leading part h of f is linear anel we
have O'*(h) = e(x)h. Since the singular points are of type A2, as is seen from (4), there
exist local coordinates {u, v} in x such that a*(u) = EU and a*(v) = f2 V . Therefore we
have either h = u anel e(x) = E, 01' h = v and e(x) = f2. Also if x f/: 8 then e(x) = 1. It
follows that ee is explicitly given for al1 x E F by

ee(x) = a*IT~e 01' equivalently ee(x)v = a.v for all v E Tx 8. (6)

The automorphislllS JL and T act on F as wen as on the set of invariant theta curves.
It is desirable to have a "totally syuunetric" theta curve, i.e., invariant by 0', T and IL. The
nlain observation of this paragraph, froln which the 94 -configuration is a consequence, is
the following.

Proposition 3 There i~i a unique totally ~iymmetric theta curve among the nine invari
ant theta curve~i. The function ee aS~iociated to thi3 curve eisa quadratic form on F; it
i~i given in a ~iuitable ba~ie for Fand upon identification of the group 0/ cubic root..i 0/ 1
with lF3 by ee(7', s) = 7.2 - 82 (IUOel 3).

Proof
The existence of the curve i8 clear: since the polarisation is invariant by the group

Aut(f), we lnay find an invariant invertible sheaf which gives this polarisation, hence also
an invariant divisor. It is unique since if there are two Aut(r)-invariant curves, then their
(two) intersection points lnust be invariant tmcler Aut(r) which is ilnpossible by Table 1.
It is easy to iclentify 8: it is given by the itnage of P 1-+ (P + 001 - 2002]. To see this,
reluark that it can be written as

independent of the choice of SI, 52 E {01, 02, 001, OO2}' FroIU this representation it i8 also
clear that 8 contains the foul' points [T(SI) - Sd, 51 E {OI, 02,001, oo2}'

Let HS detenmne ee in tenns of the base {(I, (2} where (1 = [002 - 001] and (2 =
[02 - od. Since 0' = TaT and T2 = 1 it follow8 using the chain rule that if a(x) = x anel
v E TT(x) ethen

hence ee(r(x)) = ee(x). In the salne way it follows froln 0' = JLO'-IJL that ee(JL(x)) =
ee(x)-I. Therefore, if we identify the group of cubic fOOtS of ullity with lF3 hy ee((I) = 1
then ee is given hy

I

The 94 configuration is now described as follows. if w anel w' are two fixed points,
then

w E 8 +w' iff e(w - w') i= O.
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It follows that every invariant theta curve passes through four fixed points and that every
fixed point belongs to four invariant theta curves. Moreover we have seen that the function
ee detennines the direction of the tangent to e in the fixed points of u. Therefore, if
w, w' E F then e +w and e +w' are tangent in a common point x E F if and only if

Since es+w(x) = ee(x - w), this condition is rewritten as

ee(x - w) = ee(x - w')

w hich is satisfied for w' = 2x - w (only). We conclude t hat t he four invariant curves
running through one fixed point COllIe in two pairs: since any two theta curves always
intersect in two points (which lllay coincide), the curves of one pair are tangent in their
unique intersection point anel the curves of opposite pairs intersect in two different points
(see Figure 1, which also contains the dual picture, equally present in the 94 -configuration).

dual

Figure 1: The incidence of points and lines on the 94 -configuration
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4. Equations for J(r)ja in IP4

In this section we will COlupute explicit equations for the quotient S = J(r)ja as an
algebraic surface in p4. Since a has nine fixeel points, it ha.I) nine fixed points and we have
seen that they are of type A 2 . The minimal resolution of these singularities of S leads to
a K-3 surface (a generalised KUlluuer surface), which we will denote by X (see [ED. Let
7r: J(r) ~ S be the quotient and denote by 8 the unique divisor given by Proposition 3.

Proposition 4 Let M be the divi"or on S for which 7r*(M) = [38]. Then M i ..'1 very
ample and allow~~ to embed S a~~ the complete inter~'1ectionof a quadric and a cubic threefold
in IP4 .

Proof
Since most of the proof is standard, we only give few details. Using the quadratic fonn

es we see that [.®3. = [38] descends to an invertible sheaf M on 5, i.e., 7r*(M) = [.03 .

Let us denote the line bundle on X which corresponds to M by N. Then using .c .{. = 2
we find

18 = [.03 .[.03 = (deg7r)M· M = 3M· M,

so that M . M = 6, which is also the self-intersection of N. Therefore, we find by the
Rieluann-Roch Theorenl (for ](-3 surfaces),

N·N
X(N) = X(Ox) +-2- = 2 + 3 = 5.

It follows moreover frolll Serre duality anel Kodaira vanishing (for K-3 surfaces) that
dimHi(X, G(N)) = 0 for i > 0, so that dilUHO(X, V(N)) = X(N) = 5.

The luorphisll1 t/J N correspollcling to N factorises via the blow-up p: X ~ S anel is
shown to provide an injective 1110rphis1l1 t/J: S ~ p4. Ir we consider 110W the surjective map

whose kemelleads to the defining equations for the ilnage of S in IP4
, we see by a dinlellsion

count as above that the kenlel contains a quadratic as well as an (independent) cubic form.
Since the elegree of N equals six, we see that the iluage is the cOlllplete intersection of a
quadric anel a cubic hypersurface in IP4

• I

We will now use the so-calleel even master "y~~tem, introduced anel studiecl by the
second author in [V]. Let HS shortly recall what is needed for our purposes. Let us denote
by 8' one of the four invariant theta curves which is tangent to 8, say 8' = 8 + [CX)2 - 001]'

Then every point w E J(r) \ (e +8') is written uniquely a.c; [P +Q - 2002] and P, Q ~

{ 001, OO2}' It follows that we luay associate to w three polynolnials u(x) = x2 +U1 X+U2,
v(x) = Vlx + V2 anel w(x) = x4

- UIX 3 + wox2 + Wlx + W2 byt

U1 = -x(P) - x(Q),
y(P) - y(Q)

V1 = x(P) - x(Q)'

U2 = x(P)x(Q),

x(P)y(Q) - x(Q)y(P)
V2 = --x(-P--:-)---x-(~Q-)--

t if x(P) = x(Q) then the definitions of VI and V2 are adjusted in an appropriate way
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and w( x) is definecl by the fundaIuental relation u( x )w(x) +v2 (x) = J( x), where J( x) is the
right hand siele of our equation y2 = x 6 +2~x3 +1 for the curve r. The coefficients of this
fundaIuental equation actually lead to affine equations for the affine part J(r) \ (8 + 8')
and are easily written out as

Wo - ui + U2 = 0,

WI + WOUI - UI u2 = 2~,

W2 + WI Ul + U2 WO + vi = 0,

WIU2 +W2 U I +2VIV2 = 0,

U2W2 + V~ = 1.

(7)

Reluark that the action of a on these coordinates is very simple: the action is diagonal and,
if we assign to (U 1, U2, Vll V2, Wo, Wh W2) the weights (1, 2, 2,3, 2, 3,4), then all equations
in (7) are weight hOlllogenous aIld each variable is nlultiplied by € as often as given by its
weight. Clearly the action leaves the equations (7) invariant.

A second illgreelient which we need frolll [V] is that we lllay find explicitly in terms
of these variables (a ba.l;)e for) the polynoluials which have a pole of order three along
8 allel are hololll01-phic elsewhere. This is done by using a vector field on J(r) aIld its
Laurent solutions which are written down there (we refer to [V] Sect. 6.b for ll10re details).
Obviously a weight hOluogeneous base for these functions can be chosen aIld functions
which are invariaIlt by u are the ones whose weight is a luultiple of three. The list is the
following.

Zo = 1,

ZI = U I U2 - V2,

Z2 = 2UI(U2 + v] - ui),
Z3 = 2U2V~ + 2v~ + 2U2VI (2U2 - ui) + 2Ul V2( ui - v] - 3U2) + 2u~,

Z4 = 2v~ - 2(ui + 4U2)V~ + 10V2(UI V I - V2) + 2VI(7u2Ui - u1-11u~)

+ 2V2(2~ + 15u] U2 - 5uf) + 2(ui - U2)3 - 10u~ - 4~Ul U2'

(8)

(9)

To find the iluage of J(r) in IP4 it suffices to eliluinate the va.riables ui, Vi anc! wi from
(7) aIld (8). In fact, fronl the first three equations of (7) the variables Wi are eliluinated
linearly aIld the other equations re(!tlce to

2~(U2 - ui) + 3UIU~ - uI v i - 4U2U~ + 2VIV2 + ui = 0,

- 2KU I U2 + 1l2 1lt - U2 V ; - 3uiu~ +u~ + v~ = 1,

so it suffices to eliruinate UI, U2, VI and V2 from (9) anel (8) (we have already elitninated
the wj-variables in (8». In the latter Zl aIld Z2 are solved lillearly for VI and V2,

(10)
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anel the new equation for Z3, obtaineel by substituting (10) in (8) is then solved linearly
for U2 a.s

(11)

After substitution of (10) anel (11) in the last equation of (8) and in the equations of (9),
we are left with three linear equations in 'U~, which reflects the fact that J(r) will be a 3: 1
cover of its ilnage in :p4. If we elilninate 'U~ we arrive at the following two equations:

8z~ - 24KZ~ - 4 (2KZ2 + 6z3 + Z4) Zt + 4KZ3 - 2KZ~ - 3Z2Z3 - Z2Z4 = 0,

8zt - 16Kz~ - 4 (2 +2KZ2 + 6z3 + Z4) z~ + (8K +4KZ3 - 2KZ~ - 4z2 - 3Z2Z3 - Z2Z4) Zt

+2KZ2Z3 + 14z3 + 2z4 - 2z~ +Z3Z4 + 5z; = O.

Using the first equation, the seconel equation can be replaced by

8 (1- 3K2) z; + 4 (-2K + (1- 2",2) Z2 - 6KZ3 - K:Z4) zl + 2 (1- K2) z~

- 5zi - KZ2 (5z3 + Z4) + 2z3 (2K2 - 7) - Z3Z4 - 2z4 = 0,

or equivalently by t ZAZ = 0, where

0 -81'\: 0 2(21(2 - 7) -2

-SK 16(1 - 3K2) 4(1 - 2K2) -24K -4K

A= 0 4(1 - 21(2) 4(1 _ 1'\:2) -5K -I(

2(21(2 - 7) -24K -51( -10 -1

-2 -41'\: -K -1 0

Although at this point these equations for the quadric anel cubic hypersurfaces which
define S as a subset of :p4 (which we will identify in the sequel with S) lnay not seelll
very attractive, we will see that natural coordinates can be picked for :p4 in which these
equations take a very syuunetric fonn. Indeed, the choice of base we have picked for IP4

was rather arbitrary: for exaluple, the coordinates of the nine fixeel points for (j do not
possess special coordinates in tenns of the present base. The first interesting observation
is here that if the five fixed points for (j which do not lie on e are taken as base points for
IP4 then the four fixed points on e take a slxuple fornl and are independent of K. Ta see
this, let Q' = 001 - 002 anel ß = 01 - 02 and relnark that the points

{O, -a-ß, -Q'+ß, a-ß, a+ß}

are the five poins which da not lie on e. To find their coordinates, use a Iocal paralneter
t anel take x = t,
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picking either siga around 01 01' 02, and in the Salue way, x = t- 1 and

for 001 allel 002. Then a careful COIllputation yields the following coordinates:

o : (0: 0: 0: 0: 1),

0: ± ß : (0: 0: 1: ±1: 1=3 - 2K),

-0: ± ß : (1: ±1: 1=2 - 2K: 1=2K: 4K2 ± 14K + 4).

We take the points
{O, -0' - ß, -0' + ß, 0' - ß, a + ß}

as base points for IP4 (in that order), i. e., 0 = (1: 0: 0: 0: 0), etc., with 8..'5S0ciated coordi
nates Ya, ... , Y4. Then the foul' fixed points on e have as coordinates

a = (1: 1: 1: 0: 0),

ß=(1:1:0:1:0),

-0' = (1: 0: 0: 1: 1),

-ß = (1: 0: 1: 0: 1),

anel we see that they He on the (2-dilnensional!) plane

Ya = Y2 + Y3 = YI + Y4,

allel it is easy to see that in fact e is containeel in this plane. The translations To anel
Tß correspond to projective transfonnations of the sunace allel take in tenns of these
coordinates the silllpie fonn

-1 1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 1 0
-1 0 1 1 0 -1 0 1 1 0

t o = -1 1 0 0 1 allel tß = 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

frolll which the equations for the planes to which the other invariallt curves belang, are
obtained at allee. This configuratiall of nine points in IP4 is eharacterised by the fact that
there exist rune planes with the property that each of these planes contains foul' of the
nine points anel every point belongs to foul' of the planes. Thus we have recovereel in a
direct way a eonfiguration that h8..'5 been stuclieel in the work of Segre anel Castelnuovo on
nets of cubic hypersurlaces in IP4 (see [Cl ancl [S]).

The equations of the quadric anel cubic hyperslrrfaces Q anel C take in tenns of the
new coordinates the following synunetric fonn.

Q : C(YI + Y4)(Y2 + Y3 + Y4 - ya) + C(Y2 + Y3)(Yl + Y3 + Y4 - ya) = cy; + Cy~,

C : C3Y~(YI + Y3 + Y4 - Ya) + C
2

CY2 ((YI + Y4)(Y2 - Ya) + YaY3 + YIY4)

C
3
Y;(Y2 + Y3 + Y4 - Ya) - CC

2
Yl ((Y2 + Y3)(VI - Ya) + YaY4 + Y2Y3) = 0,
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where c = I'\, +1 and c = 1 - 1'\,. The cubic equation can be sitnplified in a significant way
by adcling to it the equation for Q lnultiplied with C

2
YI - C

2
Y2' The result is

If we define
Xl = -YI,

X2 = -Y4,

X3 = Yo - Y2 - Y3,

then S is given as an algebraic variety in ]ps by

X4 = Y2,

X5 = YI + Y4 - Yo,

C : c2XIX2X3 +C2X4XSX6 = 0,

Q : C(Xl X 2 + X2X3 + XIX3) + C(X4X5 + XSX6 + X4X6) = 0,

1t : Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + Xs + X6 = 0,

(12)

aud the singular points of S are now the points fj,ij (i, j = 1, ... ,3) with a 1 on the i-th
place, a -Ion position 3 + j and zeroes elsewhere; the nine planes they belong to are
givell by 1t n (Xi = Xj+3 = 0) for i,j = 1, ... ,3. This presents the 94 configuration in
the fonn tlseel by Segre anel Castelnuovo. Remark that if one clu~nges the sign of I'\, in the
equations (12) then an iSOl110rphic surface is obtained (interchange C t-+ C and Xi +-t Xi+3

for i = 1, ... ,3), in agreCll1ent with the fact that ",2 is the luodular parameter.
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